In recent years the massive devastation and suffering caused by global scale disasters has fuelled intense flows of web-based media and communicative exchange. Where studies of traditional broadcast disaster media have often sought to identify the frames that position victims and viewers, this paper focuses on those forms of emerging media that operate outside of and to some extent work to de-frame institutional coverage through modes of affect. A heightened affectivity can be identified in the modality of 'rawness' that characterises contemporary social and mobile production of media from zones of disaster. The analysis engages specifically with some key forms of raw media circulating after the Haiti earthquake in 2010. Ultimately, in the context of post-disaster media, new modes of visual witnessing and distributed encounter facilitate the deframing of disastrous events in a way that tethers global engagement and attention directly to the flow of affect.
In her influential essay on crisis and catastrophe in broadcast media, Mary Ann Doane (2006 Doane ( [1991 , 213) noted that 'The social fascination of catastrophe rests on the desire to confront the remainder, or to be confronted with that which is in excess of signification.' Disaster, particularly violent global scale disaster where extensive video footage circulates, has come to feed and fuel television and internet news and has catalysed social media interaction, video sharing and blog and video blog content in ways that multiply this sense of excess and remainder. Social network sites such as Facebook and Twitter are now seen as integral to the way information about disastrous events has come to 'break' and circulate, and have become a platform for reaction, and action, in relation to these events. Similarly, YouTube and other video sharing sites, along with the ever expanding visual galleries and archives of online news sources, have to some extent displaced broadcast media's monopoly on the visual culture of disaster, and dispersed the points of view through which scenes of suffering become globally accessible. Where some see this saturation of media expression and communicative exchange as a form of 'disaster porn' (Odone 2011) , it also stands as a primary example of the vitalisation of media environments through events and through trauma, and demonstrates the evolving capacity of distributed media forms to create powerful intimacies and constitute global communities of empathy and reaction.
The visual formations underpinning this profusion of distributed disaster media are dominated now by an aesthetic and expressive practice of 'rawness', characterised by low resolution, minimally edited mobile digital media and social media exchange. This is clearly visible in the aftermath of the devastating 2010 earthquake in Haiti, the 2011 Tsunami and earthquake on the East coast of Japan, and in uprisings and conflicts throughout the Middle East. Taking up Doane's thesis on the excess of signification in catastrophe, the analysis pursued here considers these types of visual media in their ability to achieve the sort of 'affectivity' (Colebrook 2006 ) that exceeds media spectacle and institutionalised framing. However, despite the profusion of media amplifying such global events, empathic engagement remains as precarious as ever, tied inevitably to the technologies and practices that convey the pain, suffering and magnitude of a tragedy. One influential starting point for thinking about the precarity of suffering as the content of media exchange is offered in Elaine Scarry's (1985) The Body in Pain. Taking a phenomenological perspective, Scarry argues that pain does not only resist language, but shatters it, even as it emerges within different spheres of politically volatile language production (as in the courtroom, war or torture) (4-10). Without the visible signs of the wound, Scarry argues, pain stands as the very paradigm of doubt (56). While pain's linguistic and conceptual volatility remains a vital area of critique, to move beyond the language focus of Scarry's thesis, that is, to get at the excess that Doane writes about, this paper aims to explore the force of pain's affect, the way it moves through media forms and works to intensify attention and exchange in relation to disaster as mediated event.
To pursue the flow of affect in recent disaster media, I focus on the notion of 'rawness' associated with both the immediacy of social media communication and the low resolution or minimally edited mobile and web-based distribution of video in their potential to both intensify global awareness and enable powerful forms of intimate access to the experiences of those affected by disaster. Digitisation and mobility open up new potentialities. Typically, amateur or witness video conveys both the massive scale and strikingly intimate details of suffering, and sits alongside unvoiced, minimally framed video from the global press agencies on YouTube, online news sites, blogs and social media sites. That this flow of affective visual access occurs increasingly outside the control of mainstream media institutions is significant in vitalising otherwise locally contained events and painful experiences. It achieves something more than institutionally framed media can by dispersing point of view, a process that can be characterised after Deleuze and Guattari and others as a form of 'micropolitics'. I argue here that these new modes of visual witnessing and distributed encounter facilitate the de-framing of disastrous events in a way that tethers global engagement and attention directly to the flow of affect.
Affecting the frame
The initial priority of disaster media has always been to reveal the horror, relay the scope and quality of the violent and painful forces, and convey the sensations and experiences of those who suffer (Pantti and Wahl-Jorgensen 2007, 10) . In this way the intensive communication associated with disaster reporting is 'inscribed with emotion and appeals to a sense of imagined community in response to the tragedy and trauma of the disaster' (Cottle 2009, 51) . This process of mediation is most contentious where it involves negative or hierarchical characterisations of race or nationality, when disaster occurs in developing countries that rely on international assistance and empathy. For this reason many studies of disaster media, particularly after Hurricane Katrina for example, focus on racial or post-colonial framings (Ben-Porath and Shaker 2010; Tierney, Bevc and Kuligowski 2006). As Judith Butler (2009, 1) puts it: 'the frames through which we apprehend the lives of others as lost or injured (lose-able or injurable) are politically saturated.'
The processes that condense, characterise or 'represent' the enormity of a disaster through a selection of images, narratives, expositions and analyses, have a tendency to produce classes of deserved or undeserved victims heightening the power conferred on the construction of identity and difference. To varying degrees these processes involve the production of pity (Chouliaraki 2006 ) and usually contain a plea for empathy and action (Boltanski 1999) . Many critical accounts of media coverage of disaster for this reason focus on dominant racial framings, condemning the institutionalised spectacles that stage pity for consumption but not action (Chouliaraki 2006; Silverstone 2007; Boltanski 1999) . After Hurricane Katrina, Henry Giroux amongst many other critics pointed to the predominance of media coverage that represented and reinforced a 'confluence of race and poverty' that positions the American south alongside the third world (Giroux 2006, 306-7) . Media scholars gave similar accounts of the news coverage of the 2010 Haiti earthquake. Murali Balaji (2011, 53) , for example, emphasised the negative framing of Haitian victims as 'dysfunctional, childlike and dependent'.
As a powerful analytical research tool and method, framing refers to the processes of 'selecting and highlighting some facets of events or issues, and making connections among them so as to promote a particular interpretation, evaluation and/or solution' (Entman 2004, 5) . Frames are thought to build over time through repetition and consistency of message across a range of sources, not as direct bias but as the favouring of a limited range of interpretations (Entman 2004; Rojecki 2005; Castells 2009 ). Conceptually, the frame relates to the structures, value systems and underlying assumptions that are produced by dominant social institutions (Castells 2009) , and has its theoretical roots in the analysis of discourse and ideology.
While this critical perspective helps to hold disaster media and news institutions to account, there are limitations particularly when considering the broader range of situations through which encounters with a distant disaster might arise. In his outline of actor network theory, Bruno Latour (2005, 137) argues that the problem with framing is that 'as soon as a site is placed "into a framework", everything becomes rational much too fast and explanations begin to flow much too freely'. In this sense the more dynamic, unpredictable and uncontainable aspects of social encounters and relations can too easily be elided or dismissed.
Digital coverage and communication operating outside of commercial news, through blogs, social media and video and photo sharing sites can be seen to offer something more than commercial news can provide in the first instance (Meikle and Redden 2011; Matheson and Allan 2009; Shirky 2009 ). While these forms of coverage may not simply dismantle the frames produced by news institutions (they may in some circumstances come to reinforce them or simply be subsumed within them), they do disperse and dissipate those framing processes and often drive information flows rather than simply report, represent or frame events for a passive consuming audience. This line of argument can of course be taken too far, and there is a corresponding idealisation of the liberalising potential of new media technologies. An uncritical celebration has followed most global scale disasters over the last decade, from the September 11, 2001 terrorist attacks on the US, to the Southeast Asian Tsunami in 2005 and each major event since. New social media platforms and communication technologies and applications are celebrated simply in their association with the events. In a similar vein to the popular claims for the driving role of social media throughout the 'Arab Spring' uprisings of 2011, in the days after the Haiti earthquake, media and technology news commentators uncritically and too idealistically lauded the role of Twitter in breaking news of the events, and celebrated the liberating uses of Facebook and other sites in connecting survivors and in facilitating support and action (Parr 2010; Leberecht 2010; Hodge 2010; Morgan 2010; MacLeod 2010) .
Rather than simply accepting the technological determinism that pairs new media forms and practices with beneficial social transformation, the analysis here explores the link between these distributive media forms and the intensive and affective qualities of large-scale human suffering. What is it about web-based and mobile media modes and practices that might vitalise the global media environment and drives intensities of expression and exchange around these events, and how can this be enhanced to expedite global action? The flow of information and image from scenes of global disaster is affected more than ever now by those who are there, relaying their experience increasingly outside of the institutions that work to frame events, achieving some degree of autonomy from the planned processes and professional practices of journalistic framing. In other words, as global media is reshaped by digital, mobile and social media networks (Cottle 2009 (Cottle , 2006 Hand 2008) , disaster is encountered less through centrally fed news footage than in the complex distribution of both professional and non-professional media, and the direct expression of personal experience, sensation and affect.
Rather than reconstructing dominant media frames, the analysis of post disaster communication and media below draws instead on theories of affect. Studies of affect look to the relational capacity of media and its diverse forms of expression and modes of encounter (Massumi 2002; Clough 2008; Bennett 2005) . In Massumi's work, the autonomy of affect, its operation beyond the scope of a subjective point of view lies in both the autonomic nature of the corporeal, synaesthetic response, and its ability to vitalise matter or persist beyond the scope of a perceiving subjective point of view (Masumi 2002 ). An image of pain, for example, can seem to take on a life of its own and carry its own sense of traumatic force. But seeing someone else's pain is one of those 'complex cases of affect where action is never actualized and where affect remains at the level of the virtual' as a form of empathy or sensation that signals an intimate corporeal recognition of another person's state of being (Colebrook 2006, 54) . Affect here designates the body's ability to suffer, to hurt in specific ways, its vulnerability to elements and forces of nature; it inheres within the body's ability to be affected or moved by the sight of suffering, and its capacity to react in any number of ways.
The target here the is forms of (distributed) expression that operate not merely, or in the first crucial instance, as symbolic, representational or coded text, but rather as force or intensity. The relevant detail lies in the specific set of sensations evident upon the bodies presented, as they correspond with potentials or capacities within the body of those encountering the events from afar. Following Deleuze and Guattari (1987) , Massumi refers to this as microperception: something felt without conscious register (2009, 4) . This process functions politically as an 'affective attunement' (a term Massumi takes from Daniel Stern), in the mobilising of affective awareness and attention through the shock of the encounter and as a part of the intensification of the event itself (Massumi, 2011 ; see also Gibbs, 2007) .
The object of the analysis below is the production and flow of affect, in the adoption of new modes of media expression and exchange, and the affectivity of rawness as visual modality. As discussed below, new forms of raw footage do not automatically achieve intensification or convey the affective force of individual and collective suffering. However, at this historical moment 'rawness' defines the heightened accessibility and intimacy achieved through new media technologies and networked modes of exchange, which in turn is more likely to exceed the traditional spectacles and normalising frames that have maintained global power structures through institutional constructions of race and nationality. The increasingly complex media ecology through which global-scale disaster can be encountered (Cottle 2009 ) therefore requires analysis of the micropolitics of affect and relationality. Focusing on the production and distribution of affect points us to an 'alternative model of how the public is mobilized to act and in turn to impact the action of state and governmental agencies' (Grusin 2010, 77-8) . For victims of disaster these processes are critical; post disaster communication and media flows that do not break through the threshold of global attention are unlikely to affect adequate global action.
Rawness and autonomy: the affective mode after the 2010 Haiti earthquake
The 2010 Haiti earthquake destroyed much of Port-au-Prince and killed over 230,000 people and affected another three million (UNOCHA 2010, 64) . In the local global response that followed the initial devastation, Haiti represents something of a turning point as a mediated disaster, spurring the development and adaptation of a range of new media and communications technologies and practices (UNOCHA 2011). Through previous disasters and events such as the Southeast Asian Tsunami (2004) and Hurricane Katrina (2005) , news organisations were already primed to turn to blogs to both access and produce quick on the ground information. But in addition, by 2010 use of Twitter, Facebook and YouTube for sourcing and sharing information had grown exponentially. Locative media applications for smart phones and sophisticated social mapping work were also facilitated by volunteer groups such as CrisisCommons. Unlike the 2004 Southeast Asian tsunami, Haiti was at least relatively accessible and connected to Western and global news networks due to its proximity to the US, the presence of aid and non-governmental organisations and the United Nations headquarters and freelance journalists and photojournalists. This was different again, to the events in Japan after the 2011 earthquake and tsunami where CCTV, television and locals recorded and relayed events from so many dispersed amateur eyewitness and professional news perspectives. For a period after the Haiti earthquake, however, the airport and major roads, and much of the telecommunications infrastructure were inoperative, intensifying flows of mobile and web-based communication and media sources (MacLeod 2010).
While it is impossible to trace all of the complex and intricate sources and flows of information from the disaster or to map precisely their intensifying effects in the initial days and weeks, some of the defining elements of the affective encounter can be characterised and detailed in the modes of mediation and exchange circulating at the time. In addition to the role social media played in providing a 'space' to collectively react and respond to events, I focus here on the kinds of visual material that achieved a degree of dislocation from the traditional frames of the news media industry. For external observers there are multiple entry and access points to disaster. Though global press agencies still supply most of the visual material going to news media outlets, participant media sources are becoming increasingly central to initial reports, and to forming communities of media production and exchange in relation to such events. Twitter and Facebook were one part of that expanded matrix of access to the Haiti earthquake disaster zone as were video and photo sharing sites, collectively realising a rich connectivity with the events and the scene (MacLeod 2010; Morgan 2010).
More than any previous global scale disaster, web-based sources emerging after the Haiti earthquake helped to drive and direct commercial coverage, fed into rescue and recovery efforts and according to aid agencies such as the Red Cross drove charity and volunteer efforts. This is a trend that had already brought about transformations in the relationship between commercial and non-commercial media and disaster in the 2004 Southeast Asian tsunami, with the community of contributors around the SouthEast Asia Earthquake and Tsunami blog (SEA-EAT) (Allan, Sonwalkar and Carter 2007; Waldman 2005) . And the trend continued after the East Japan earthquake, tsunami and nuclear crisis, though with less emphasis there on charity and humanitarian action. After the Haiti earthquake, commercial media sites made direct and extensive use of sources gathering around dedicated blogs and websites such as Haitifeed.com and Yèle Haiti (www.yele.org) and the broader field of 'crowd-sourced' video and photos. As they have with events before and after Haiti, the New York Times 'Lede blog', BBC news and Guardian blogs serve as aggregators of information, firsthand experience, sources of photos and videos as events break and develop over the immediate postdisaster period (Mackey and Corasantiti 2010; Nasaw, Walker and Weaver 2010) .
Rapid flows of communication across a range of formats from diverse sources are more likely to take the form of localised experience and reaction than carefully developed information or analysis. They help to express the event, infusing it with urgency and vitality, particularly emphasising the ongoing suffering as it is lived and unfolds. Responses are sent rapidly from the scene via Twitter, mobile phone video captured and posted immediately to YouTube or distributed across networks via email or Facebook. This phenomenon has led some to note that the boundaries between participants, victims and journalists are blurring (Andén-Papadopoulos 2009; Allan, Sonwalkar and Carter 2007) . From conflict zones, for instance, soldiers can produce and distribute images and stories of their violent experiences directly through blogs, emails, YouTube, and social networking sites, and through websites such as WikiLeaks, NowThat'sFuckedUp.com, Ogrish and LiveLeak in 2006 (Tait 2008; Andén-Papadopoulos 2009) . And the most powerful material on these sites is that which captures events, experiences and affective states, particularly involving destruction and human suffering.
In many respects the visual material produced and circulating outside of the professional news networks takes a renewed priority. This is indicated, for example, less in WikiLeak's publication of hundreds of thousands of classified documents than in its hosting of the 'collateral murder' video showing a number of unarmed Iraqi's, including two Reuters reporters, being gunned down in a targeted attack from an Apache helicopter (www.collateralmurder.com). The video is shot from the helicopter's mounted camera in the militarised style that became familiar throughout the two gulf wars, and in many respects illustrates the framing capacity of this style of pointofview footage that positions identification with the shooter rather than the shot, as a 'surgical strike' against anti-coalition forces. However, there are some key differences here that shift the affective power of this footage. Firstly, this footage works in excess of the frame, to de-frame (Grosz 2008, 13) through the graphic content of the footage, the death of two apparently unarmed Reuters journalists along with others engaging in seemingly peaceful exchange; and secondly, because it is housed and distributed outside of the military institutional framework that carefully vets coverage of the war. This kind of de-framing effect was also achieved in the two low resolution videos of the death of Neda Agha Soltan, the Iranian woman shot during the June 2009 post-election protests in Tehran (Mortensen 2011) . The widespread attention these videos attracted across Western media can be attributed as much to the mode of capture, address and distribution as to the events depicted. In their cumulative effect, and before news organisations' attempts to enfold them into a frame, these 'raw' and crowd-sourced videos have the potential to de-frame, and in doing so intensify. An encounter that 'counters' state and institutional objectives is made possible in these instances through the affective capacity of the physical violence expressed, the alternate point of view and non-corporate or state housing of the video; that is, in the means of distribution and aesthetic characteristics and affective subject matter of video itself.
Reacting together online
As a whole, social media flows bring 'the collectivity of shared events to the fore' (Massumi 2009 ), making 'shared affectivity' both more visible and more likely. These spaces have also come to enable and make visible the hyper-sensitivity and hyperresponsiveness of contemporary network platforms and cultures in reactions to large scale human trauma. In the aftermath of the Haiti earthquake Twitter became a space for chance encounters, interactions and instant involvement, extending the media environment and facilitating the emergence of affective intensity. Through speed and access, Twitter, has begun to drive news in 'breaking' events. From Haiti, Richard Morse of @RAMHaiti (Hotel owner and musician in Port-au-Prince), sent Tweets expressing the urgency and horror of the scene well before reporters could dispatch their accounts. Throughout the day of the earthquake he posted observations such as: While Morse was one of a large number using Twitter to communicate at the time, the expressive quality of his posts, their affective-observational style, the fact that they were in English rather than Haitian Creole, and his accessibility to the mainstream media, brought his posts into the western broadcast realm. He was singled out and his story retold through news articles and interviews across a range of professional media sites. More broadly than this and perhaps more representative of its use, international aid agencies such as the Red Cross were able to tap into the massive 'follower' base of celebrities such as Haitian born musician Wyclef Jean, to spread appeals and field donations (Morgan 2010) . The scale of celebrity Twitter follower bases enabled an instant intensification of networked reaction, much of which translated into charitable action according to news reports at the time (Gross, 2010) .
Other forms of social media also helped to establish flows of information exchange and communities for expressions of horror, empathy and impassioned response in the form of pledges of support and financial and material aid. Canada for Haiti was one group that formed in conjunction with a televised benefit concert organised by the CBC network. The Facebook site set up shortly before the benefit linked more than 190,000 people, connected multiple media platforms (television, radio, web reports, blogs etc) and offered a space to respond to the event, donate and encourage donation (according to its website Canada for Haiti reportedly raised more than $13 million and channelled traffic to other NGOs and aid agencies). For weeks after the earthquake posts filled the site's wall in a constant stream often showing multiple posts per minute in a real-time web format associated more with Twitter but here providing a makeshift community function. Most comments referred to donations and expressed simple empathic sentiments, many linked to videos or other sites of shared interest, simple forms of connectivity. Among that rapid flow of exchange individuals noted the horror they were seeing on television and elsewhere; for example: Seeing and sharing follow seamlessly in social network environments, but what is enabled here, and evident in the hyper-responsiveness of these transitory communities of empathy, is a normalised form of intensive flow or what Jussi Parikka (2007, 3) would see as contagion, the '"normal" functioning of a technological machine'. If, as one commentator explains, 'social media has quickly become the first place where millions react to large-scale catastrophes' (Parr 2010) , it is always in response to, or through, those expressive forms of media circulating simultaneously as a violent and traumatic, intensifying force.
New visual modes
The rawness and immediacy of these forms of social media expression and reaction carry through to the aesthetic modalities of image flows. It is now common place for network enabled digital photo and video devices to facilitate the rapid production of a vast visual backdrop to events and experiences well beyond the 'narrow range of photographs' that visualised disaster only a decade ago (Taylor 1998, 45) . Mainstream news sites could host extensive 'photo galleries' consisting mostly of conventional, aesthetically framed, but also amateur first-hand images, of the aftermath of the Haiti earthquake. The New York Times, for example, posted a gallery of 134 photos taken from Jan 12 to 22.
i As a go-to online source, the Huffington Post hosted 'LIVE realtime pictures' streamed via Twitter by professional and non-professional photographers.
ii Along with the quantity of images available, fewer restrictions are placed on the graphic, detailed violence shown, and this is evident in the many photos revealing significant injury and masses of dead bodies. Thrift notes that 'the technical form of modern media tends to foreground emotion, both in its concentration on key affective sites like the face or voice and its magnification of the small details of the body that so often signify emotion' (Thrift 2008, 184) . This is again demonstrated by photographs from the Haiti disaster zone taken by either professional or nonprofessionals. Digital distribution and archiving simply extends the potential to document the effects of disaster at the micro level, in the streets, amongst anguished and wounded people and dead bodies. Children attract attention on this basis, and the details of the destruction and damage build up an immense base level sense of suffering.
A new form of currency has been associated with the rawness of crowd-sourced video and photographic material. While the myth of photographic truth may have abated somewhat with the manipulability of digital technologies, the value of photos as evidence, as a register of truth, authority and authenticity is never more powerful than in the face of catastrophe. John Tagg (1988) described this value as the 'currency' of photographic images, which is always historically, technically, institutionally, socially and politically defined. Photos taken by those in Haiti during the event carried a particular currency on news websites and blogs. Their proximity to the destructive forces and the suffering heightened the reverence for these images, as evident in an article on the social media website Mashable that highlighted the role of web-based sources through a selection of photos sourced from TwitPic (Parr 2010) . Many of the non-professional images that circulated were taken from within cars or from street-level locations among the immediate chaotic destruction, emphasising even in their lack of composition and poor image quality another level of connection with the events, a strong sense of presence, immediacy, urgency and visceral intimacy. Information and images relayed in this form, have taken on a particular status, a new sort of liveness, witness or presence (Lunt 2004; Ellis 2000; Peters 2001 ).
YouTube video clips of disaster are often tagged or titled as 'raw video', even when sourced from news networks. The category generally refers to amateur video shot at the scene on mobile or low resolution camera equipment. But more broadly it describes continuous, rolling or minimally edited footage not accompanied or 'framed' by voiceover narration or reporting, capturing events as they occur or in the effects of their immediate aftermath. Mobility is central here in dispersing point of view across a network of potential locations challenging any hierarchical schema of perspective and point of view, and thus re-visioning the 'naturalised' spatial parameters attributed to an event by the conventional relationship between camera, subject and audience. Mobility changes the structure of 'witnessing' inherent to the capture of audio visual media associated with significant events. Proximity here is itself dispersed, not the relationship of subject and centre, but of uncontained and undefined points within an expansive crowd ranging across the whole territory of the disaster zone.
The significance of this form of footage is now captured in iconic photos of protesters holding video and phone cameras to capture state military violence at protests after the 2009 Iranian election. Similar images emerged from the anti-government actions in Egypt and Libya in 2011 forming the basis of a virtual battleground (Preston 2011; Mekay 2011) . As a factor of the new news and online media ecology, rawness can be linked to the availability and popularity of video archives, particularly YouTube, and to the culture of participation and sharing that such sites feed on and foster (Shirky 2009; Burgess and Green 2009) . It can also be attributed to the surplus of video that has resulted from ubiquitous mobile media devices. A large amount of video taken by locals as the East Japan tsunami tore through towns was available quickly, primarily via YouTube. Similarly, immediately following the 2011 earthquake in Christchurch, New Zealand, TVNZ hosted its rolling stock of unvoiced, minimally edited footage on its website, and some of that footage was also available and accessed heavily through YouTube.
Video formats considered raw, are of course, never entirely unframed or even unedited given that they share basic features of cinematic visual and audio expression, and are always shaped by their author's choice of shot focus or capture, duration and other elements built into the technology itself. Video, photographic and other textual forms that gain currency through their rawness today may become new forms of spectacle and norms of viewing in the future. At this point in time rawness might be considered a modality or attribute along with currency or authenticity equally assignable to unedited video, Twitter traffic, Facebook comments and other networked modes of expression and exchange. Complicating the non-institutional status of this modality, it is replicated or adopted to some extent by professional media organisations. After the Haiti earthquake online news sites carried commercial and amateur versions of raw footage both within blogs like the New York Times' Lede Blog and amongst stand alone (de-contextualised) image and video galleries. A video from the Global Orphan Project was posted on Vimeo at 10pm on January 12, and was embedded on the Guardian's blog 8:32am on January 13.
iii Though the production quality is low with the camera panning shakily across the crowds moving around a flattened building, the sense of proximity to the events and experiences is heightened by its presence at their unfolding. In the flow of media from Haiti, raw, unvoiced visual material stands out as memorable and moving, a fundamental break from the dense flow of carefully produced narratives, verbal analyses and expositions of broadcast news.
The force and currency of these trends becomes clearer with the increase in video sourced to the global press agencies that have also begun to adopt this modality of rawness. Two Reuters videos taken within 48 hours of the earthquake can be contrasted, and demonstrate the shift from a primarily discursive, constructive mode of address and framing, to privilege affectivity. In a video titled 'Bodies pile up in Port-au-Prince' with voice over reporting by Jon Decker, conventional forms of framing and narrative construction prevail, cautiously revealing the violent destruction and death before establishing the story of Western rescue. The verbal report supports the narrative presented in the visual montage, which moves its focus from the flattened buildings to dead bodies in individual close up or en mass, before showing scenes at a local hospital, scenes of minor 'scuffle' over water and petrol distribution and finally Western aid and personnel arriving at the airport. The report ends with the typical statement of benevolent rescue: 'Aid has poured in from all over the world. The difficult task now is getting the food, water and medicine across the roads filled with debris to the thousands of desperate Haitians who need just the basics to survive'.
In contrast, another Reuters video titled 'Haitians gather in Croix des Preux' runs with no voice over, and was housed as such on a range of mainstream news websites and on YouTube.
iv The visual footage is accompanied only by the muffled sounds of crowds and occasional cries. No contextualising or explanatory information is given. The camera simply pans across crowds milling and sitting in the streets and open hillside, then moves between close up shots of individuals lying injured on the ground and dead bodies, and broader shots of the flattened buildings along the hillside. This video carries a sense of dislocation in the absence of discursive framing, but when embedded on news websites, it is also richly situated, sitting within a broader hyperlinked network of text, video, photos, websites, social media groups and forums that constitute an online encounter with the scene of disaster.
This kind of minimally edited or raw video has been positioned negatively by some media scholars. In her analysis of extreme violence on websites such as Ogrish (hosting the 2004 beheading of Nick Berg by Iraqi insurgents), Tait (2008) argues that raw footage of conflict or disaster corresponds to Chouliaraki's category of 'adventure news' where the presentation of events fails to position a viewer to take a moral or ethical stance in relation to the suffering. While a moral or ethical stance may not be fostered without more extensive framing and through the attribution of agency, provision of geographical context and ongoing coverage, an affective relation most certainly is. This is borne out in the user responses Tait (2008, 104-5) quotes in her study of Ogrish, and by the rationale for the site itself as a source of challenging, uncensored media, a chance to see what is 'really' going on in wars and other violent contexts.
The distribution and dispersal of point of view associated with the various raw modes of media expression and exchange has the potential, at least, to attain a degree of autonomy that heightens a deeply aversive affectivity, further intensifying tragic global events. These forms of visual address point to ways of 'relating to the world' that are not only cognitive, but also emotive, aesthetic, moral and political (Robins 1996, 152) .
More than this, though, they achieve a greater sense of autonomy from the media institutions that frame global events. Despite often being acquired and appropriated by commercial news organisations, they operate always to a degree outside of those institutions. They may be subsequently 'enfolded' within network coverage, but always to some degree exceed those frames or framing practices. Moreover, when this material is distributed through or sourced from image sharing and social networking sites, the frame is softened even further.
Pain and the affective mode
Visualisation is typically considered vital in the communication of suffering (Robins 1996; Höijer 2004; Taylor 1998) . However, it would be more accurate to say that visual images function as particular affective tools for the production and circulation of affect, and that it is sometimes what is not shown that carries the greatest affect. In Höijer's qualitative study of 'compassion' in mediated suffering, for example, respondents consistently noted the importance of images to their impressions of suffering. For example in viewing television news from the Kosovo war, one respondent notes: 'It was what I saw of live pictures on television that made the strongest impression, all the innocent people, all those who cried ' (in Höijer 2004, 520) . Rather than the mass graves or direct accounts of senseless massacre, the tears of refugees carry the affective force for this respondent. This is not necessarily a form of identification with the subject as victim, but rather an encounter with a 'genre' of tragic image resulting in a particular set of lasting affects that we designate as compassion. For Gibbs (2007, 132) , such 'genres can be understood as social technologies of scripting for particular affects'.
Graphic images of violence in the press, Taylor argues, 'invite viewers to reflect not only on the status of photographic evidence but also on their own relation to the reality it represents' (Taylor 1998, 4) . Within this invitation lies an affective hook, a potentially powerful visceral connection to the image or to the experiences it relays that precedes a cognitive response or the designation of an emotion. There is a fundamental relationality in an encounter with the signs of suffering, but the notions of 'compassion' and 'emotion' used to characterise that relation should not be taken at face value (e.g. Moeller 1999; Boltanski 1999; Couliaraki 2006) . Where emotion and compassion describe socially coded states, affect is considered as pre-linguistic and pre-conscious in both neuroscience and theory influenced by Deleuze and Guattari (Massumi 2002, 28; Deleuze and Guattari 1994; Singer and Frith 2005) . Prior to, or even in response to the work of news institutions, expressive material flowing through the disaster zone can resist, operate outside of, or de-frame that institutional media and the tendency toward spectacle and the sensational. The social, mobile, distributed and raw visual modes of expression described above operate in many ways to de-frame or extend the potential for intensive encounters with experiences at the site of global-scale disaster. In this we see the profusion of 'mutant flows' (Deleuze and Guattari 1987, 241) , exchanges of communication and media content that elude, escape or even direct the encoding work of professional media institutions.
If there is a productive potential in global disaster communication and media, it lies not exclusively in the narratives and frames, or in the particular emotions or forms of compassion experienced, but in the general (and also individualised) intensification of attention that precedes action of any kind. While media exchanges work through national, ideological and ethical or moral frames they also, and increasingly, work in relation to a micropolitics of affect as a primary characteristic of expression and encounter. An analysis of this 'potentializing' capacity of media, as Massumi describes it (2002, 43) can shed light on the inherent shift of strategy taken by humanitarian agencies and explain their success after the Haiti earthquake.
Conclusions
At the end of the 19 th Century Henri Bergson made the point that 'there is no perception without affection' (Bergson 1988, 58) . Without affect, a scene of suffering remains imperceptible or little more than information. Regardless of the scale of human suffering, the 'half-life' of disaster is short (Massumi 2011) . The urgency and intensity of the initial shock is as important as ever for securing an effective global response. For Massumi, it takes some time after a global scale disaster before language 'regains its descriptive traction'; 'the ability to make sense of events is suspended in a momentary hiatus of humanly unbearable, unspeakable horror' (2011). This is not a failure of disaster media; rather the potential for an effective response lies in this initial shock and the intensive flow of expression and exchange it inspires. The affective force of disaster defines, as much as it is underpinned by, an unthinking awareness of human vulnerability, pain, suffering and death. For this reason also, large scale global media events that are able to affect intense, widespread flows of communication and attention, will continue to be those events that cut 'close to the bone', resonating because they affect a sense of physical violation, vulnerability and intimacy. This is the visceral power of the disastrous event, the forces of which can be felt from afar through the means of mediation and global communications.
However, even the initial intensity and affectivity of disaster media is never assured. It relies on ever changing modes of mediation and exchange. The modality of rawness offers one such intensifying tool aiding the production and circulation affect. When broadcast news media and the major global news networks held the only viable means for disseminating information and visual representations of disaster, those who suffered were wholly at the mercy of the media frames and narratives constructed for them. If there is some sense of transformation in the architecture and ecology through which we might engage with global events and humanitarian disaster in particular, it lies in the way affect is produced, distributed and encountered across networked media
